Two Bucks students fall through ice

BY: DANIEL CARVALHO
Centurion Staff

On Monday, Feb. 1, two Bucks students were rushed to the hospital after they had been walking on the frozen surface of Neshaminy Creek in Tyler State Park when the ice collapsed from underneath them.

AJ Velichko, a 22-year-old communications student from Levittown along with his friend Jay Adonis, a 24-year-old nursing student from Yardley, were hiking on the frozen Neshaminy Creek at about 4:30 p.m. when the ice suddenly broke sending them into the freezing water.

The two students were sent to St. Mary Medical Center, after being rescued by the local fire departments, campus security, and rescue teams. Velichko suffered from hypothermia and shock after falling in the water and standing out on the ice for nearly 30 minutes until help came. He remained in the hospital with a 92.1 body temperature for nearly two hours before he was released.

Both students were in the middle of the creek, approximately 25 feet from the shore when the ice gave out from underneath them. Velichko was the first to fall into the water when he suddenly vanished into the frigid abyss. "It felt like I stepped into a hole. I was surprised when I fell in and the water was up to my shoulders, but I was calm," said Velichko.

Adonis didn’t know what had happened to his friend, “Next thing I know he’s gone.” Adonis said that Velichko started to yell his name and that he found him in the water. He then tried to make his first attempt at a rescue.

Adonis tried to pull his friend out of the water, but then suddenly fell into the creek himself. At this point, the two started screaming for help in hopes that someone would hear them.

Three students, two men and one woman who were in the vicinity of the park, heard their calls and came to help the two. One of the three called 911, while another person ran back to Bucks to get help from campus security.

Dennis McCauley, director of security and safety at Bucks, was off-campus when the incident happened, but had heard screams for help.

The white stuff could be seen for miles, from Bristol up to Perkasie. Traffic was staggered, the schools were closed and the horizon was obscured in a sea of snow. Bucks County received a gargantuan amount of snowfall in just a short two-week period, making the month of February one of the snowiest months for Bucks in 37 years.

Blizzard conditions choked the Northeast, with Bucks County in line to bear the brunt of the storm. The expectations were 12 to 18 inches, with almost an inch an hour predicted to fall.

Residents of the county locked themselves inside their homes and prepared to hunker down as the county declared a state of emergency, warning all residents to stay indoors and off the roads.

In the aftermath, the numbers were crunched and the totals were tallied. Philadelphia International Airport reported 16 inches of snowfall. According to the New Jersey Weather Service, Bucks County was trailing just behind the city of brotherly love with snowfall coming in at an estimated 15 inches average.
Easter Seals of Bucks County offers recreational activities to Bucks students and community members

BY: KRISTIN MEADE
Centurion Staff

If you or someone you know has a physical disability, check out Easter Seals of Southeastern Pennsylvania for a great selection of fun, social activities. Popular activities for the college student include the Young Adults Social Club and Saturday Night Out.

If you’re looking for a way to spend time with friends without spending money, then the Young Adults Social Club is for you! Come hang out and enjoy some arts and crafts, dancing, karaoke movies, games, and even pizza. This event is run on the first and third Friday night of each month, from 5:30 to 9:00, unless otherwise noted.

For those out of county students, a Young Adult Social Club is also available in Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia. There is no charge to attend the Young Adults Social Club. If a trip is planned on a scheduled night, check out www.easter-seals.org, or e-mail Easter Seals at recreation@easterseals-sepa.org. You can call Easter Seals at their main office (located in Philadelphia) at 215-879-1000.

If you want to get away for a weekend, and find it difficult to travel alone, then check out Easter Seals Respite Weekend. This supervised trip gives community members with disabilities a chance to explore local restaurants, and events and is a great chance to gain some independence and have fun with friends.

For specific information, such as payment, where to meet, and what to bring, dates and times, and registration information, call the Easter Seals main office in Philadelphia or send an e-mail to recreation@easterseals-sepa.org. Any available representative will be happy to answer any question you have.

Last but not least you might want to help out. Are you a fit and willing to help those in need? Easter Seals offers a variety of volunteer opportunities, from helping with administrative work to providing companionship to children and adults.
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Two students survive fall into freezing water

Continued from page 1

reports that two people were stuck on the ice. At that time, he did not know that the safety of two Bucks students was on the line.

Adonis had managed to get himself out of the water and again tried to rescue Velichko from the depths of the frozen creek. Adonis got out of the water and started to remove his clothing. “I’ve seen enough shows on television that I knew I had to remove my wet clothes. I started to take off my hoodie,” said Adonis.

Velichko was still in the water and was asking Adonis to relax. Velichko managed to stay afloat with a stick he was carrying and pushed off of the ice with his legs to escape the water. Velichko couldn’t make it to the shore. He was so cold that he couldn’t manage to move himself off the surface of the water and onto the shore.

“I could barely move. I was frozen, and I was terrified I’d fall through the ice again,” said Velichko.

Rescuers finally showed up and tried to tie a rope onto a tree with a stick attached and throw it out to Velichko but they were unsuccessful. About 15 to 20 minutes later the fire department had shown up and at least two helicopters observed the rescue. The rescue teams finally sent out an inflatable boat onto the ice and brought Velichko safely onto the shore. Velichko said they cut his clothes off and put him on a stretcher. Blankets were provided to retain his body heat and he and Adonis got in the ambulance and were sent to the hospital and released two hours later.
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BY: ROSALIE NAPOLI
Centurion Editor

The Centurion won 13 awards in the 2010 Collegiate Keystone Press Awards Contest, a competition for colleges and universities from across Pennsylvania.

It was the first year the contest had a separate division for the state’s 14 community colleges. In the past, all Pennsylvania colleges and universities had competed together in the annual contest.

Journalism Professor Tony Rogers said he had been pushing for some time for a separate division for community colleges.

“It’s something that I’ve been advocating for, for a while,” said Rogers, faculty adviser for the Centurion.

Rogers said it was unfair to pit the Centurion with its tiny staff against the likes of the Daily Collegian staff at Penn State, which has a staff upwards of 100 people.

“This change puts us on a level playing field” Rogers said.

There are many rules that writers need to follow when entering the contest. Each piece is judged by members of the Pennsylvania Society of Newspaper Editors, so those who have firsthand experience can critique the young writers of America.

In the handbook of Collegiate Keystone Press Awards Contest Rules and Entry Categories, it states, “Entries will be evaluated based on the following: subject matter (worthiness, reader appeal, relevance, full development); presentation (pleasing style, literary excellence, incisiveness, research, enterprise, originality); effectiveness (objectivity, persuasiveness, reader identity, reader response).”

There are also 16 entry categories listing the qualifications for each individual section of writing along with additional rules to follow.

The contest judged work produced in the spring and fall semesters of 2009. Although the Bucks Centurion did an outstanding performance when competing in the large pool of participating schools, it does even when narrowing the contest into the two divisions: Division I – four-year colleges and universities; and Division II – two-year colleges.

The Centurion has been a part of this contest for many years. For the 2010 awards, the paper has received an exceptional 13 awards: five coming in at first place, six coming in at second place, and the other four received honorable or mention.

“We’ve won a lot of awards in the previous years, so I wasn’t surprised,” said Annmarie Ely, a 23-year-old journalism major from Doylestown and an editor at the Centurion, commenting on the number of awards Bucks students won this year.

The awards won included stories, columns, photos, layouts/design, and profiles. The hard work and determination of the Centurion writers paid off.

The Scholastic and Collegiate Keystone Press Awards give writers an opportunity to showcase their work. Artists have museums, actors and musicians have theaters and concert halls, and now journalists have the same opportunity to display their achievements.

It is only in time that readers of the Centurion will recognize the professionalism and the dedication that the paper brings on a weekly basis. From the superior photographs to the exceptional writing, the Centurion will continue to have great accomplishments in years to come.

Check around the campus for the Centurion with a new edition released every Tuesday.

The Centurion winners are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Faculty seeks benefits</th>
<th>Firms they could have</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Place</td>
<td>Bats help bats</td>
<td>Financial aid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Winning the praise of family and friends feels good.

Winning a $10,000 scholarship would feel really good.

Enter the Peirce College Scholarship Competition for a chance to win up to $10,000 in tuition toward your Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration, Information Technology or Paralegal Studies.

Deadline is May 1, 2010. Apply today!

Contact us now for scholarship guideline information.
First year review of Obama

BY: JESSE TROUT
Centurion Editor

As today's media-driven society grows increasingly fascinated with politics, we also feel the growing need to choose sides and take a strong, unwavering stance either in absolute support of the president or in complete opposition to his actions and decisions.

In President Barack Obama's first year in office, he has witnessed firsthand the effects of this political "tag-of-war."

FOX News, for example, caters to conservatives whereas MSNBC's target audience is liberals, and both news outlets stick to their guns. These stations have portrayed Obama's first year as either an epic failure, which FOX would like to have you believe, or as the greatest first year any President has had since Franklin Roosevelt, MSNBC's position.

According to political science Professor Greg Pezza, it's still too early to jump to any type of conclusion: "Yes, the first year has been a rocky road at some points, but it's nothing out of the ordinary. Even Reagan and Clinton had similar numbers after their first years."

While the hosts at FOX and MSNBC battle to keep their niche audiences, the reality and truth about Obama's presidency rests somewhere in between their two positions. Pezza believes that "alarmists" have made Obama's first year seem worse than it really has been. But the lofty goals he set and his great ability to inspire could have caused Americans to "expect too much, too soon," resulting in the current downturn.

During every presidency there are challenging and difficult decisions that have to be made, and Obama's first year was no different. Faced with an out of control economy and two wars, he had to respond almost immediately. Pezza feels that Obama's decision on the war in Afghanistan has been the issue he's handled best thus far. "He went against his own party (the Democrats) and made the tough decision that he felt was necessary," said Pezza.

Yet he was still getting ripped from both sides, by Democrats for sending even more troops and by Republicans for not sending enough troops. Both FOX and MSNBC played heavily on this issue.

Another hot-button issue that has been debated nationwide since Obama's first day in office is health-care reform. While Pezza thinks the details of the bill were acceptable, he feels that the entire administration dropped the ball when it came to detailing what they wanted to achieve, "by not laying out what they wanted; there was too much room left for interpretation."

That open area for interpretation is what cast doubt in people's mind and led to rumors of "death panels" by those opposed to the bill.

What has put the health-care issue on the backburner for the time-being, however, is the state of the nation's economy and unemployment rate. After the president's State of the Union Address, many Americans were left wondering what initiatives will really be met head-on in the coming months and over the course of his term.

Pezza believes it is all relative to the economy. "If jobs and money steadily improve we'll see a much more aggressive agenda, like the one he campaigned behind. If the money and jobs remain where they're at right now, their policies/agendas will be streamlined to focus primarily on the economy."

At the end of every marking period or semester in school, there are always grades handed out, and the same goes for every year you serve as president of the United States. Professor Pezza, who knows a thing or two about grading,. hands out an "F" for incomplete to Obama for his first year in office as president. He says, "there's simply too many initiatives that are going to take some time and will develop over the coming months."

Bucks' Veterans' Club wants you

BY: JOHN MACDONALD
Centurion Editor

"The Veteran's Club wants you," is the message from club adviser Matt Cipriano, a U.S. Army veteran and the director of Student Life Programs, to the approximate-ly 150 military veterans enrolled at Bucks.

Over the past year there has been renewed interest in Veteran's issues and the Veteran's Club. The Veteran's Club is in the process of being revitalized after being dormant since 2000. Cipriano sees the Veteran's Club playing an important role in the academic and personal lives of veterans.

Although more and more military veterans have been taking advantage of the educational benefits available to them, Cipriano pointed out that veterans were largely isolated from each other here on campus. For a long time there was little focus on veteran's issues and veterans had yet to establish their presence on campus.

"That has changed over the past year. Now the veterans are coming together," says Cipriano.

Cipriano sees the revitalized Veteran's Club as a vehicle for providing veterans with information about the wide variety of services available to veterans. Veterans are unaware of the panoply of available services. Cipriano said that he went to a meeting on the topic at the Naval Yard and was shocked at the number of government agencies and programs available. "One of the things that I would like to do, is to bring various officials in to explain about their agency and the benefits it provides to veterans."

There has been much greater awareness of Veteran's issues on the community college level and a lot of resources are being made available to address those issues. Cipriano said that he has money made available by the Collegiate Consortium for programs that benefit veterans.

One of the things that he would like the Veteran's Club to do is to organize trips to broaden veteran's cultural perspective. "Something like a trip to Washington, D.C., perhaps. It wouldn't need to be wholly educational. It would be fun as well," said Cipriano.

Most importantly, the Veteran's Club provides a venue for the veterans themselves to determine and address their own needs. Cipriano believes that by participating with each other, "those needs will bubble out."

One hopeful sign that veterans are coming together more on campus is found in the utilization of the Stars and Stripes Lounge, which utilized money from the Stars and Stripes Consortium.

Since it opened last Fall, Cipriano sees an increase in the numbers of veterans using the Stars and Stripes Lounge to study or just chill out.

The Lounge is equipped with resources like a computer and WiFi access for those that have their own laptops. "During the day, the Lounge is being used by 15 to 20 vets, some of whom are in and out several times a day."

In the evening, the Lounge is mostly used before the start of classes at 6:30 pm, and Cipriano estimates that it is used by five to ten vets each night.

When the students on active duty, veterans were used to receiving the support from their fellow servicepeople. The Veteran's Club offers an opportunity to meet with new ever, is the state of the common interest and to benefit from each other's support.

Cipriano invites veterans that are interested in joining the Veteran's Club or with questions about other veterans' issues to either email him at ciprianomatt@bucks.edu or call him at 215-956-8257.

Cipriano's office and the Stars and Stripes Lounge can be found across from the cafeteria in the Student Life offices.
Bucks Night Owls has club through Facebook

BY: WADE BORSAVAGE
Centurion Staff

Many things can interfere with school, whether it is work, family responsibilities, or travel restrictions. However, night classes offer flexibility for time-constrained students.

The Night Owls is a club directed toward the many students at Bucks that take night classes. Campus activities are often difficult to attend, given the rigor of balancing work, class, family, and free time.

Also, night students have a much lesser chance of meeting other students outside the classroom. The Night Owls offers a unique chance to form a connection with the school and other students.

The primary goal of Night Owls is to give students who don’t have the chance to be involved in social networking on the campus, for whatever reason, that very opportunity through Facebook.

Anybody can join—just search “Night Owls UBC” on Facebook.

The group is in its early stages of progress. Last fall, Jim Fillman, the coordinator of campus services at Upper Bucks Campus and a former “night owl” himself, came up with the idea. “As coordinator of campus services at the UBC, I saw myself to be in an excellent position to remedy the problem, so I became proactive in starting a club for evening students,” said Fillman. “Few evening students would be available to meet consistently for campus club events, so I decided to make use of technology and begin a Facebook club (at least to start).” A few weeks later, he contacted Brian Henson, who is now the faculty adviser for the group.

The use of technology could be a real asset to Night Owls. It essentially allows members to meet at their leisure. Being confined to set meeting times is exactly the kind of restriction this group was created to overcome, and the Facebook group gives night owls the freedom to be as involved as they want, as often as they want.

The Night Owls have only a handful of members at the moment, but the club is looking for students to join in.

“We’re looking for students to get involved, and make something out of it,” said Henson. “It’s the beginning of an organization.

Opportunities abound, as Henson envisions the group going where the students take it. Officers and ideas are needed to get the group off the ground. Facebook is the starting point, but Night Owls could be taken in whatever direction the members decide. Face to face meetings can be arranged for those available and interested. While it started at the Upper Bucks Campus, any Bucks student is welcome to join in, and now is the perfect time.

An email list is constantly being updated, and posters were placed throughout campuses last semester. “At first the response from students was slow, but interest is now beginning to pick up,” said Fillman.

If you would like to get involved, join the group on Facebook (Bucks County Community College Night Owls – UBC) and inform Henson that you are interested in taking this unique club to the next level.

Biggest total snowfall since the infamous blizzard of 1996 hits Bucks hard

Continued from page 1

For Philadelphia, the new blizzard tipped the scale for the largest snowfall in the city’s history. The previous wearer of that belt was the infamous “Blizzard of ’96” which wreaked havoc on Philadelphia and its neighboring suburbs with a total snowfall of 65.4 inches, just 6 less than this year’s total accumulation.

The maelstrom of nasty stuff has been attributed to a high pressure system off the coast of Greenland which pushed down the conditions to produce powerful winter storms farther south than they usually go.

While the city saw a new record buster, Bucks County received considerably less. Reports from the local branch of the National Weather service indicated that total precipitation tallying just shy of 49 inches, considerably less than the ’96 blizzard’s record.

Even though the worst is behind us, future blips on the radar force the region to be reminded that the winter storm season is still upon us.

Habitat for Humanity does good for many

BY: ELIZABETH HECKENBERGER
Centurion Staff

Habitat for Humanity is a wonderful organization that helps thousands of people. At Bucks, anyone can join Habitat for Humanity as a club. The club meets every Monday at 1 pm, at the Perkasie Campus.

The adviser, Sandi McLaughlin and the treasurer, Tim Mavill, of Habitat for Humanity said they enjoy being involved in this very helpful organization.

Habitat for Humanity has been around, since 1976. It was founded by Millard and Linda Fuller in Americus, Georgia. To date, Habitat has built well over 300,000 homes for the less fortunate. And not only in the United States, but all over the world as well.

Every year, the Habitat club of Bucks fundraises to go on a build during spring break. This year, the club is going to Lexington, Virginia. To raise money for the trip, members go to different locations such as Wal-Mart and ask for donations for Habitat. They also raise money through selling lollipops, pretzels and more. Around eight to nine people go on the trip, and the trip lasts anywhere from four days to a week.

During this time, the members, along with other volunteers, help to build houses for the less fortunate. Tim Mavill, the club treasurer, says he mostly paints, landscapes, and dry-walls. For the more challenging work, Habitat has their own crew that they hire. This staff consists of plumbers, construction workers, etc,…

To qualify for a Habitat built home, nominees are chosen according to a few characteristics: willingness they have to be involved with Habitat, ability to repay the no prophet, affordable mortgage, and their personal needs. The home owners are expected to lend at least 500 hours of their own time working on their new home (although this may vary by the number of people in the home, their age and health).

Another great attribute that Habitat for Humanity has is that they have taken the steps to go green. They have partnered with such companies as Electric (PG&E) and Pacific Gas to try and provide complete solar grids for some of the houses built.

Habitat is a wonderful organization, and a great club to join while being a Bucks student. It has been around for many years and with every ones help, will continue on for many more.
Your Future Looks So Bright!

Active industry support for our programs has helped build specialized course work, a large pool of available scholarships, internships, and co-op opportunities in these exciting majors:

- **Accounting** – Learn advanced accounting principles as well as information systems through enterprise resource planning software, such as SAP R/3, with 60%+ placement within Big 4 public accounting firms
- **Business Intelligence** – Learn to integrate technology, quantitative skills, and analytics for better decision-making in any organization – recession-proof skill sets
- **Finance** – Learn how individuals, businesses, and governments manage their resources – manage a live stock portfolio in the area's first on-campus Wall Street Trading Room
- **Food Marketing** – Learn the the ins-and-outs of the food distribution channel with active industry support for scholarships and internships – job placement success
- **Insurance and Risk Management** – Learn advanced concepts of risk management and insurance with active industry support for scholarships and internships
- **International Business** – Learn the theory, practical tools, and cultural skills to function effectively in a geographically interconnected business world
- **Music** – Learn the marketing and legal side of the “biz” from industry executives with on-campus recording facilities and the University’s record label, 1851 Records
- **Pharmaceutical Marketing** – Learn marketing, market research, supply chain, regulatory, and advertising concepts from top practitioners in the nation's oldest and largest pharma program

The Haub School of Business is top-ranked nationally by *U.S. News & World Report*, *The Princeton Review*, and *Business Week*; *Business Week* further ranked the Haub School #18 in the U.S. with recruiters; The Haub School is one of only 34 private business schools in the U.S. to be dually accredited in business and accounting by AACSB, the Association to Advanced Collegiate Schools of Business.

You owe it to yourself to earn a degree of distinction! Visit our site for more information about these unique programs, available scholarships, and our simplified transfer process.

www.sju.edu/bccc
Professor profile: David Bates

A longtime Bucks professor who tries to teach his students to see things as they really are

BY: JOHN MACDONALD
Centennial Editor

According to his students, Professor David Bates, from the Department of Language and English, is an educator with something very important to teach no matter what your major: to think for yourself and see things as they really are. The view of Ashley Wunder, a History Major from Levittown is typical. “His class really opens your eyes and puts everyday life into a different perspective.” She added, “I’ve been lucky to have taken courses taught by many really brilliant and inspiring teachers, but I’ve taken two courses with Prof Bates and he has always been my favorite.”

The theme that one learns a lot about life is found in many of the favorable reviews by former students found on RateMyProfessor.com. For instance, a comment, posted on Feb 2, 2009, reads: “Bates was the most influential professor I have ever had. I had him for literature and he opened up my mind on so many levels. To this day I talk about the lessons he taught us in class and use them on a daily basis.”

Bates currently teaches writing and composition courses at Bucks. One reason that students get so much out of his writing and composition classes is that Bates has an exceptionally broad scope of knowledge to draw from, with BA’s in History and Literature (Virginia Commonwealth University and George Mason University, respectively), MA’s in History, Education, and Literature (The University of Florida), and a dual major in History and Education, and Miami University), and an expected doctorate in American Studies from The University of Texas, where he will be defending his dissertation and expects to receive his PhD this Spring.

In a career that spans 30–30 some years, Bates has taught in a variety of disciplines: “math, literature, composition, history, social psychol- ogy, mythology, and probably several other topics...” He has taught in the ghettoes of Cincinnati, in Eastern Connecticut (where “45 percent of the commu- nity lived on welfare”), and in universities such as The University of Texas, The University of Florida, Miami University, and Temple University. He also teaches “short seminars for my peers on Lewis Mumford (his philos- ophy), Hermann Melville (“Bartleby the Scrivener”), and William Carlos Williams (How to teach Williams from a feminist perspective),” said Bates. Bates chose American Studies because he wanted to understand “why things had unfolded the way that they had.” American Studies is an interdisciplinary study that “encompasses History, Literature, Sociology, Psychology, and Linguistics, among others.”

Rather than pursue a narrower discipline that would have made it easier to get employment, Bates says he arrived as I was sliding out of my car. The bus decanted the young men in their wheelchairs, the amputees without any legs, and at 30 below they raced each other across the parking lot, leaning into the wind. I’ve often thought that if legless men could race in the dark in the joy of the endeavor, waiting for the chance to listen to me, then I at least could pick up the challenge and work to say something important.”

Whatever the reasons, it is evident that Bates puts a lot of effort and feeling into his classes...” and Temple Professor Bates at the top of my list of teachers because most of my other teachers didn’t care as much and were not as passionate and enthusiast- ic about what they do.” was the way Scott Noyes, a Libertarian Arts and American Studies major from Morrisville put it.

Bates studied teaching by way of simulation during graduate school in Education: “The idea in the trials is to get people into the simulation of educa- tion, to get them to see the texts and ideas as part of their lives and not just some abstract memorization proj- ect.” Jacob Madrak, a Journalism Major from Brun- sensalem, said that the mock trial “was one of the best aspects of the class as a whole in my opinion.”

Another purpose of the tri- als is to create a community of students. “The research in Education says that... if [students] see themselves as studying within a communi- ty of students, their chances of personal success sky-rocket.” If, on the other hand, they see themselves as standing alone, isolated and alienated, they become ripe candidates for either failure or self-selecting out of educa- tion.”

“Preparing for the trials absolutely brought my class-mates closer to one another,” observed Madrak. On the other hand, Gary Rubin, also from Bensalem and who is thinking of picking teaching as his major, found that the trials only “somewhat” pro- moted the bonding. He said, “I believe that since the course had a lot of dialogue a certain bonding emanated from the classroom discus- sions.”

An Opportunity that Shouldn’t be Missed

In the viewpoints of the students that I have inter- viewed and the scores of on-line evaluations by former students that I have read, one theme is particularly evident; David Bates says and teaches a lot of impor- tant things. This writer has taken Bates’ American Literature from 1865 course and continues to discuss Literature and various aspects of the human condi- tion with him on a regular basis. In this writer’s opin- ion, supported by the opin- ions of a large number of former students, no matter what your interests or major are, if you are really inter- ested in learning, taking a course with David Bates will greatly enrich your educa- tion and your life.
It’s Mac’s manic musings

Do you get lost on the Newtown campus? Believe it or not, that’s all part of one man’s plan.

BY: JOHN MACDONALD
Centurion editor

Fellow Students:
Have you ever been hopelessly lost on the Newtown Campus, feeling like a rat trapped in a maze? Did you think that the campus was designed by a madman, a sadist, an incompetent, or all three combined? My recent interview with the designer of the campus, Sir Cumnavey Gashun, reveals that getting lost is all part of a grand scheme:

Mac: Sir, what was the thought process behind your design of the Newtown Campus?

Gashun: I wanted to create a new kind of educational facility, one that organically incorporated and enhanced the purposes of a college education.

A recent survey revealed that the number one question asked at Newtown was, “do you know how to get to/from here?”

The most usual response to this question was, “I don’t know. Do you have any idea where we are now?”

That’s great news. It confirms that the design achieves its purposes.

Entertainment by Radio BUX

BY: ANDREW FISHER
Centurion Staff

The Bucks College club known as Radio BUX has been meeting at the college since the Fall 2009 semester, giving students who have a knack for talking in a microphone the chance to deliver news as well as music to both the college and the Newtown area.

John Sheridan, the club adviser, meets with the 25-30 member club about twice a week for two hour meetings, and may expand to as much as five hours due to the desire to work harder to meet the many goals and tasks that Radio BUX intends to accomplish.

The club has made improvements of great value since its inception and has not slowed down thanks to technological achievement and availability.

“The club is usually a favorite of music and video production majors, but anyone who has the guts to get in front of a microphone is worth it,” said student club president Kyle Salmon.

One of Radio BUX’s biggest accomplishments was getting its first podcast off-air, which happened near the end of this past January.

This pod-casting method is mainly used instead of broad-casting for the club at the present time. Its biggest future accomplishment will be to get at least five 45 minute shows on radio broadcast.

The club has expressed a mission to get a variety of news stories as well as different genres of music and entertainment out to the students of Bucks, while simultaneously giving all club members the studio production time they need.

“We intend to start out with one radio show a month, but we eventually want to do it weekly,” Sheridan said.

Radio BUX is currently doing podcasts from 12:30 p.m. until 1:30 p.m. but it is also currently attempting to present shows at every other hour of the college day.

The club aspires to do web-radio and AM broadcasting in just a few months as well as the live shows.

The signal from the studio will not go any farther than Newtown, but with future technology looking up and technological improvements on the way Radio BUX may have a lot more potential.

The addition of the club by the college of new equipment has also helped greatly, according to Professor Sheridan.

Sheridan, who has digital recording experience and teaches digital audio and digital recording, says that the club has progressed far and makes it clear that the club strives to present accurate news.

“We make sure we get our sources right whenever we are going to do a news report on our show. If we want to do a news story about the Bucks baseball team, we make sure that we get information from someone on the baseball team and not some secondary source, and we make sure to talk to lots of people to get our information right. Just looking at the Internet for information usually isn’t good enough for a good radio broadcast,” Sheridan stated.

Once the news sources have been checked for information and the broadcast is planned, it is recorded in a recording studio by Salmon, then edited and put in the podcast.

Technology has taken many people far in history, and with upcoming improvements, Bucks County Community College and eventually all of Newtown and beyond will soon be getting all kinds of great news, entertainment, and music thanks to the people of Bucks’ Radio BUX club!
Dear John, your movie was great

BY: ROSALIE NAPOLI
Centurion Staff

“Dear John” is centered on the unexpected love between an all-around good girl, Savannah Curtis (Amanda Seyfried), and an Army boy with a troubled past, John Tyree (Channing Tatum). Through the good times and the difficult times, only time will tell if the couple’s love is strong enough for them to last.

After saving her purse when it fell under the dock, John and Savannah meet for the first time, and an unexpected love blossoms. They spend the next two weeks together, getting to know one another over spring break and quickly become inseparable.

Two months later, John’s Army leave comes to an end, leaving the fate of the couple in letters shipped across seas. It is a struggle, but the long-distance relationship lives in their hearts. A portion of the story is told through letters that are written, and the love is felt more than ever.

The letters are poured with all the emotions the two are going through without each other, and John finally makes a trip home to see Savannah. He doesn’t have long, and when he leaves once again, Savannah is filled with doubt.

Two months pass as John attentively waits for mail. Nothing ever comes for him and he begins to wonder why. Eventually he receives a letter from Savannah, although it was not what he was anticipating. With an unexpected twist, the love they share is burdened, but never lost.

Director Lasse Hallström did a masterful job along with screenplay writer Jamie Linden to bring to life another one of Nicholas Sparks’ romantic novels. Having the ambiance of an old-fashioned love story come to present time, the tearjerker puts the audience in the couple’s romance.

Whether it is the romantic chemistry the couple shares, the longing for a soldier overseas, or relating to the past decade’s tragedies, every audience member will be able to relate to the film.

Although both Seyfried and Tatum’s acting made for an amazing film, Seyfried’s outstanding performance surpassed expectations for her passionate acting. She made the audience feel for her character, and it will be no surprise to see Seyfried in many upcoming films, such as Boogie Woogie, Chloe, and Letters to Juliet all for the ear of 2010.

With the exceptional acting and the chemistry between Seyfried and Tatum, the story is very emotional and relatable for viewers to watch. Dear John is definitely a movie that every romantic movie lover will have in their collection.

Bristol comedy club offers a good time for Bucks students

BY: NATALIE WEINTRAUB
Centurion Staff

Due to the usual mall and movie night becoming repetitive, Bucks students have steered their way to a local comedy show known as “The Comedy Works,” located at Georgine’s Restaurant in Bristol.

Each show features three comedians, and there is always a waiter/waitress on the floor, serving food and drinks. Because of the experience of each comedian, there is never less than a chuckle throughout the show. The cost of admission for the Friday or Saturday show only is $15 per person, and $35 for the Friday night dinner and show special. Seating for dinner is 7 p.m.; the show begins promptly at 9:30 p.m. and concludes around 11:30 p.m.

The show is not like the kind one would find in Atlantic City or New York City: the club is much smaller, seating only 225 people.

Carly Abramson, 19, a criminal justice major from Newtown says, “It’s just an enjoyable time. The fact that there is a much smaller audience allows for a more personal show between the individual and the performer on stage.”

The atmosphere allows for a fun night out, while at the same time making it romantic for couples. There are large tables in the back of the room for bigger parties, and smaller, candlelit tables closer to the stage.

Sarah Vitale, 18, a chef apprentice/pastry emphasis major from Newtown, went there with her boyfriend for their two-month anniversary. “We ate dinner at the restaurant, and then got a nice round of laughs at the show,” she said.

When the show is over, comedians are available for meet-and-greets. Most comedians also have DVDs or other works which they offer for sale.

For the dinner and show special, the menu includes entrées such as prime rib, beef-au jus, chicken or veal parmigiana, boneless stuffed chicken breast, broiled flounder stuffed with crab meat, or a vegetarian platter. The show-only menu includes hot sandwiches, hou-gies, wings, chicken tenders, mozzarella sticks, and other small snacks. One can expect to be greeted at the front door of the room where the show is held, and then guided to a table soon after. Reservations are recommended; however, one can enter on a first come-first serve basis. Parking for Georgine’s is free, and it is handicapped accessible. With adult supervision, “The Comedy Works” permits kids ages 13-17 to enter; students ages 17-21 are allowed in with identification.

To contact “The Comedy Works” at Georgine’s, visit their website at www.comedyworksbristol.com or call 215-741-1661.

THE WEEK IN TV/MOVIES/MUSIC

TV
Tuesday 2/23
Lost- ABC- 8:00
American Idol- Fox- 8:00
Wednesday 2/24
Ghost Hunters- Syfy- 8:00
American Idol- Fox- 8:00
Thursday 2/25
Survivor- CBS- 8:00
Supernatural- CW- 9:00
Friday 2/26
Smallville- CW- 8:00
Ghost Whisperer- CBS- 8:00
Sunday 2/28
Extreme Makeover-Home Edition- ABC- 8:00
Undercover Boss- CBS- 9:00
Monday 3/1
The Bachelor- ABC- 8:00
Chuck- NBC- 8:00

Movies
Cop Out (R)
A comedy about a veteran NYPD cop whose rare baseball card is stolen. Since it’s his only hope to pay for his daughter’s upcoming wedding, he recruits his partner to track down the thief, a memorabilia-obsessed gangster. (IMDB)

Directed by: Kevin Smith
Starring: Bruce Willis, Tracy Morgan
Release date: 26 February

Music
Ludacris
New album “Battle of the Sexes”
9 March

Alkaline Trio
New album “This Addiction”
23 February
Valentine’s Day

BY HOPE KUMOR
Centurion Editor

What does Valentine’s Day mean to you? Gender makes a difference in how this question is answered. A local male student opened his heart to explain his definition of the day of love, “Valentine’s Day to me means spending time with the one that you love and care about. It is about showing your partner how much they mean to you and what you would do for them,” said Roger Prioleau, 20, of Levittown.

He also added, “Valentine’s Day is a time for a couples to enjoy the day with each other and not have to worry about anything else.”

This was Prioleau’s first Valentine’s Day with his girlfriend Nicole, of three months.

“I will be spending Valentine’s Day with my girl, making her feel so special because she deserves it. She means everything to me and I am going to show her how much I love her.” What a nice guy.

Last week I was browsing for Valentine’s Day ideas. I typed “Valentine’s Day” into Google which led me to many sites. The movie “Valentine’s Day,” which came out last week, looks like a movie I would enjoy seeing, just not on the first date. If you have read my past column, I mentioned that a movie is not an ideal first date idea (issue 6, if you want to check it out).

While searching the sites for cupid’s date ideas, I realized that the main theme of most Valentine’s sites was simply how to please your significant other on the day of love. People should be celebrating, even on days that aren’t national holidays of love.

You do not need to save your romantic plans for just Valentine’s Day. Let your partner know that they are love and cherished on a Wednesday, for example, just because.

I became curious about the true meaning of Valentine’s Day, so I started a new search. I clicked on a site that really stood out to me. It was about a woman who believes that everyone has lost sight of the holiday. She mentioned how men used to go out in the fields and search for the perfect flowers instead rushing to the store to grab the last bouquet of wilted roses. She also explains that men would write their own cards, but now they are all made by computers.

A woman would cook dinner for two in the comfort of her own home, but now it’s all about going out to dinner and waiting in a long line.

After reading her story, I began to agree with her. Our society is based on money, therefore buying a sentimental gift versus making one is usually the outcome of on gift giving holidays.

Maybe in some ways, we have lost the meaning of the day. Next year think outside the box and remember Valentine’s Day can be every day, if you want. Think about this in the years to come.

So now that the day has passed, how did it pan out? Did the day amount to your expectations? I spent my Valentine’s on the slopes at Bear creek and had a blast.

Remember if you didn’t get to join in all the excitement of this holiday, there’s always next year.

Your time will come soon enough and when it does it will be amazing. This is the day when we can celebrate and appreciate the people who love us. Our partners, family, friends etc.

We can express more than ever how much we love and care for them. Like I said before, every day can be Valentine’s Day if you chose. So even if you didn’t get a chance to spend time with the ones most important to you, take the time to do it on another day. There are many activities you can choose from to ensure a perfect day for those special to you.

Here are some ideas: Go out to a romantic restaurant, converse and then take a relaxing walk. Or sit at home and cuddle up in front of the fire. Also, you can be a little adventurous and go horseback riding. Another is writing down all the things you like about that person and then exchanging notes; you will be pleasantly surprised at the results of such an exercise I’m sure. I would love to hear what your Valentine’s Day entailed. What activities you did or are planning to do, or if you just have a thought please contact me.

E-mail me; I would love to hear about it.

Happy belated Valentine’s Day everyone.

I hope you will read my articles and stick with me. Hope Kumor

An unexpected love story

BY HOPE KUMOR
Centurion Editor

The funny thing is sometimes when you meet someone, you may not find them attractive, but maybe they will grow on you. That’s what happened to this couple.

“I asked him if he would ever date me and he said no, not really,” said Jamie Taylor, 20, an elementary education major at Kutztown. Some may know her, since she lives around the Levittown area.

“The first time I saw Michael he had blue hair and I thought he was goofy-looking. I wanted [to date] the preppy guy who wore Hollister,” said Jamie.

Mike Irwin, 22, a social work major at Kutztown; had a roommate who was trying to get the two together. Constantly saying they looked cute together.

After his roommate put a note under Jamie’s door saying ‘Jamie come over,’ she started hanging out with them. Eventually Mike and Jamie began to get closer.

“We saw each other every day,” said Jamie.

Since this was Mike’s first girlfriend, Jamie asked him out.

“I asked him ‘Do you want to give it a try’ and Michael agreed,” said Jamie. That was October 20, 2009.

Some guys are too shy when asking a girl out. Here’s a tip guys: If you like her and you know she likes you, make the first move.

Jamie and Mike’s relationship was pretty serious in the beginning. They quickly became comfortable with each other. That’s a rarity with some couples and it may take others a while.

“My relationship started fast. For a guy that never had a girlfriend, he was pulling all the moves, it wasn’t me,” said Jamie.

The special thing about Mike and Jamie is they’re both Christians.

Jamie. One day when they were laying down, Mike looked at Jamie and said, “I love you.”

“I was ecstatic and happy when he said it,” said Jamie.

Now the cute thing about them is it’s their first relationship. Sometimes people get lucky and have great firsts.

One of the problems they face is distance. They both go to Kutztown, but Mike lives in Boyertown. This past summer was their first summer as a couple and they were only together once every week.

“It wasn’t difficult because I have friends and I talked to him on the phone every night which made it better,” said Jamie.

Their first kiss was in Mike’s room.

“I asked him ‘how come you haven’t kissed me yet?’ He told me he never kissed anyone before. When we were kissing, it was just a peck,” said Jamie.

Jamie’s favorite activity they’ve done so far is Creation, which is a huge Christian concert that lasts 4 days.

“This was the first time we were away without parents. My car battery died, but we did have a good time there together,” said Jamie.

Basically, for them everything came natural.

“We know each other better now. We like and dislike. We’re having more fun because we’re more comfortable,” said Jamie.

Unfortunately they didn’t get to see each other on Valentine’s Day, but they celebrated it the Thursday before.

Jamie wants to marry him one day, and they’ve talked about having kids.

“Love is blind. That sums up our relationship. I guess you wouldn’t have wanted us to be blinded,” said Jamie, smiling brightly.

QUESTIONS
Have a love question or comment? Email Hope at hopeandlove89@gmail.com

The week of February 23, 2010

Love
Olympic hockey insight

BY DANIEL NUSKEY
Centurion Staff

With the 2010 winter Olympics underway, many events will be enjoyed by viewers. However, there is only one event that truly brings out the competitive spirit of every nation that participates: men’s Olympic hockey.

Many countries participate in this event, but only the elite survive. There are many teams that are considered the elite such as Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, Finland, and, the most elite, Canada.

Yet there’s one team that is more unique than the rest. You either love them, or you hate them with a fiery and unruly passion: the Americans.

The U.S. men’s hockey team is very different from in years past. The U.S. has a very young nucleus, losing their veteran leadership with Chris Chelios and Mike Modano retiring.

Now it is time for the new generation to step up, and leading the way is the New Jersey Devils’ forward Jamie Langenbrunner as captain. He helps the Chicago Blackhawks’ right winger Patrick Kane, Devils’ left winger Zach Parise, the Los Angeles Kings’ right winger Dustin Brown, the Detroit Red Wings’ defensemen Brian Rafalski, and goalie Ryan Miller of the Buffalo Sabres.

These young players fill their roles very well on their NHL Squads, and they will have to translate that to their Olympic team if they hope to beat Canada and win the gold. In order to do so, goaltending is the area the team will have to be most solid at.

This makes Miller the team’s pivotal player. During the current NHL season, Miller is posting a 2.16 goals against average, saving 1486 shots, and a low save percentage.

The one negative that could hinder the U.S.’s chances of winning the gold is cohesiveness and the potential for some selfish play. The U.S. men’s hockey team is made up entirely of NHL players, and all these players are stars on their teams.

The team has also not played a lot together before the start of the Olympics. Surely the team will make things work as well as possible, but it will be tough in the first few games of the tournament. Langenbrunner is a solid captain for the team. He sums up America in his style of play he is tough, gritty, and always puts his team first over himself.

Langenbrunner is also distributor with 37 assists on the NHL year. While he is a great captain, it’s not him who will lead the USA to the gold.

The pressure to score will be on the shoulders of the young Kane. He has 25 goals and 42 assists this year, and he is leading his Chicago Blackhawks to the best record in the NHL. For being a 21-year-old, Kane has the poise of a veteran and the hockey knowledge that only the greats have.

The U.S. hockey team will only go as far as Kane takes them, and that should be in the top three of the tournament.

The Men’s team will take home the silver this year, because even though the U.S. is 3-0 in the preliminary round of the Olympics, and defeated the big bad Canadian team 5-3, it is too early to conclude the teams.”

Bucks tennis team optimistic

After a successful 2009 season, Coach Bradshaw hopes for even better things in the coming year.

BY MATT KINSEY
Centurion Staff

Last year, Bucks’ tennis team made it to states, but fell short of winning it all. Expectations are set high for this year’s team with many sophomores returning for another year with experience, as well as talented freshmen that they have added.

“We have a good team especially with the ones returning,” Coach Wendy Bradshaw said. Those returning include: sophomore Alex Naylor, who finished second all-state last year, and sophomore Evan Morris, who finished third all state.

The team is also getting some help with the addition of freshman James Haywood, who was number one in his high school. “Winning states would be great goal,” Bradshaw said. That is not the only goal she would like to see accomplished this year.

Bradshaw would like to see her team go out every game this season and try their hardest to win every match. Also, she would be fine if they go out every match and just have fun, and play the game the way they know how to play.

The team is the strongest it has ever looked in along time, and there is no reason they should not make a strong push toward states.

The team is always looking for good new talent to add to the already explosive roster; therefore, the team will be holding tryouts in the beginning of March.

“Try your hardest, work your hardest, and just have fun,” Bradshaw says to anyone who will like to come and tryout. Sign ups will be in the athletic director’s office, at the Newtown Campus; to reach Bradshaw call: (215) 350-2317.

The team’s first match will be on Saturday, March 27 at 1 p.m. at home against Harrisburg. Harrisburg had a very strong team last year and always gave the Bucks team a run for their money; it should be a very interesting and exciting match up. So make plans to come out and support Bucks’ tennis team as they begin their road to states once more.

THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 23, 2010
SUN Feb 28
42° | 39° Sunny
MON March 1
42° | 30° Sunny